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HOW WILL THE PLAN BE USED?

- Communication
- Program and budget planning
- Accountability in staff performance plans
- GPRA Modernization Act of 2010 and OMB A-11
  - Performance.gov (new)
  - Strategic Reviews (new)
  - Performance reporting
HIGH LEVEL CONTENT:

MISSION - The NSF Act of 1950 (Public Law 81-507) sets forth a mission: “to promote the progress of science; to advance the national health, prosperity, and welfare; to secure the national defense; and for other purposes.”

VISION: A nation that creates and exploits new concepts in science and engineering and provides global leadership in research and education

Core Values
- Scientific Excellence
- Organizational Excellence
- Learning
- Inclusiveness
- Accountability for Public Benefit
CORE STRATEGIES

- Envision the future of science and engineering through the eyes of the world’s front-line researchers.
- Maintain a balanced portfolio that provides opportunities for research in all fields of S&E.
- Maintain a balanced portfolio with regard to the mechanisms of support.
- Selectively invest in targeted areas of research related to high priority societal needs.
- Foster the development of fundamental research and innovation.
- Integrate research and education to equip the continuous flow of STEM graduates with the latest ideas, technological know-how, and networks of contacts.
- Ensure diversity is at the forefront of all of NSF’s internal and external activities to develop the Nation’s intellectual potential.
- Maintain the public’s trust by operating with transparency, accountability, integrity, and ethical conduct.
- Maintain NSF’s reputation as the gold standard of merit review, while welcoming constructive criticism and seeking continuous improvement.
Strategic Goal 1: Transform the Frontiers of Science and Engineering.

Strategic Goal 2: Stimulate Innovation and Address Societal Needs through Research and Education.

Strategic Goal 3: Excel as a Scientific Federal Agency.
Strategic Goal 1: Transform the Frontiers of Science and Engineering.

- **Strategic Objective G1/O1**: Invest in fundamental research to ensure a continuing stream of advances across NSF science, engineering, and education.

- **Strategic Objective G1/O2**: Integrate education and research to produce a diverse STEM workforce with cutting-edge capabilities.

- **Strategic Objective G1/O3**: Provide world-class research infrastructure to enable major scientific advances.
Strategic Goal 2: Stimulate Innovation and Address Societal Needs through Research and Education.

- **Strategic Objective G2/O1**: Strengthen the links between foundational research and societal needs through investments and partnerships.

- **Strategic Objective G2/O2**: Build the capacity of the Nation to address societal challenges using a suite of formal, informal, and broadly available STEM educational mechanisms.
Strategic Goal 3: Excel as a Scientific Federal Agency.

- **Strategic Objective G3/O1**: Build an increasingly diverse, engaged, and high-performing NSF workforce by fostering excellence in recruitment, training, leadership, and management of human capital.

- **Strategic Objective G3/O2**: Use effective business methods and innovative solutions to achieve excellence in accomplishing the agency’s mission.
STRATEGIC REVIEW DEFINITION:
A PROCESS BY WHICH FEDERAL AGENCIES WILL ANNUALLY ASSESS PERFORMANCE ON THE STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES IN THE STRATEGIC PLAN TO IDENTIFY AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT.

Additional detail:
• A process involving the highest level of leadership at the agency that uses evidence and data to answer key analytical questions.
• The process informs strategy and budget formulation, identifies opportunities for improvement and “significant challenges” to be reported to OMB.
• Internal stakeholders are the audience for the process.
• OMB is the audience for the final summary of findings.
Strategic Review: A process by which federal agencies will annually assess performance on the strategic objectives in the Strategic Plan to identify areas for improvement.
OVERVIEW OF ASSESSMENT MECHANISMS AT NSF

Ad hoc Review
Panel Review
Site Visits
Program Officer Review Analysis
Director’s Review Board
National Science Board

Proposal

Annual Project Reports
Site Visits
Final Project Report
External formative or summative evaluation

NSF-Funded Project

Monitoring Systems
External Evaluation
Assessment/Expert Study

NSF Program

COV
Performance and Priority Goals
Merit Review Report
Strategic Reviews

NSF

Science of Science Policy

Science

• Merit Review of Proposals
• Project-level evaluations initiated by awardees.
• NSF-initiated formal program evaluations.
• Assessment of NSF Processes, outputs, or outcomes.
• Studies that examine the value of science funding.
HOW WILL THE RESULTS BE USED?

Cross-cutting Analysis (Conducted by PIOs with input from Policy and Budget Offices)

- Analyze relative impact on agency mission and priorities across objectives
- Determine objectives with Noteworthy Progress/Significant Challenges
- Identify improvement actions, including possible changes to strategy, budget, or operational changes

Decisions (made by COO with support from PIO)

- Make decisions on proposals for the budget and performance submission to OMB, and appropriate material for public reporting
- Identify immediate actions which can be taken by the agency
PROCESS TIMELINE - ANNUAL CYCLE

- Strategic Review process reviewed with senior leadership. Strategic Review leaders charged and teams established.
- Strategic review teams gather evidence to answer key analytical Questions.
- Summary of findings for each Strategic Objective Presented to SMART.

Q2 FY 2014  Q1 FY 20..

Q3 FY 2014  Q4 FY 2014

- PIO and CIO review findings and recommendations.
- Initial findings submitted to OMB on May 16th.
- Specific actions discussed by senior management in budget planning

- Senior Management engaged in identifying key directions for Strategic Reviews.
- Findings from strategic reviews used in budget formulation and development of Performance Plan.
PROCESS TIMELINE – SENIOR MANAGEMENT INVOLVEMENT

- Strategic Review process reviewed with senior leadership. Strategic Review leaders charged and teams established.
- Strategic review teams gather evidence to answer key analytical Questions.
- Summary of findings for each Strategic Objective Presented to SMART.
- PIO and CIO review findings and recommendations.
- Initial findings submitted to OMB on May 16th.
- Specific actions discussed by senior management in budget planning.
- Findings from strategic reviews used in budget formulation and development of Performance Plan.

Q2 FY 2014
Q3 FY 2014
Q4 FY 2014
Q1 FY 2014
Goal 1: Transform the Frontiers of Science and Engineering.

Objective 1. Invest in fundamental research to ensure a continuous stream of advances across NSF science, engineering, and education.
KEY ANALYTICAL QUESTIONS FOR STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE G1/O1:
INVEST IN FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH TO ENSURE A CONTINUING STREAM OF ADVANCES ACROSS NSF SCIENCE, ENGINEERING, AND EDUCATION.

Q1  Does NSF have adequate mechanisms to fund IDR and PTR?

- **H⁰** Existing NSF core programs provide appropriate review of IDR and PTR proposals.
- **H¹** Some cutting edge IDR or PTR proposals do not fit in existing NSF programs.
- **H²** Special IDR or PTR programs (like INSPIRE) are needed to provide a home for IDR and PTR proposals.
- **H³** All NSF programs encourage IDR and PTR proposals.

Q2  Does funding for NSF-wide activities impact core programs?

- **H¹** NSF-wide activities are budget-builders.
- **H²** NSF-wide activities support core research.
KEY ANALYTICAL QUESTIONS FOR STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE G2/O1:
STRENGTHEN THE LINKS BETWEEN FOUNDATIONAL RESEARCH
AND SOCIETAL NEEDS THROUGH INVESTMENTS AND
PARTNERSHIPS.

Focus: Linking knowledge and practice

What is the current conventional wisdom for knowledge transfer? (what are other agencies, universities, the private sector doing?)

What are the various models, tools, and mechanisms available within NSF? How are they tuned to past and current societal needs?

What does NSF need to do to adapt new ways of linking knowledge and practice? What are the gaps in what is needed and what we are currently doing?
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE G3/O2: USE EFFECTIVE BUSINESS METHODS AND INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS TO ACHIEVE EXCELLENCE IN ACCOMPLISHING THE AGENCY’S MISSION.

What effect does NSF culture have on our ability to use effective business methods and innovative solutions to achieve excellence in accomplishing the Agency’s mission?

What can organizational theory tell us about the strengths and weaknesses of our structure and culture?

Does NSF’s distributed-management model affect the efficiency of NSF-wide processes?

Is there evidence that business processes can be improved by changing our culture?

What can we learn from other agency’s or the private sector?

Are there examples of similar organizations that achieve organizational excellence?

Is there evidence that our culture results in efficiency or inefficiency?

Does our lack of conformity make us flexible or recalcitrant?

Do some organizational units at NSF have processes that should be emulated?